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ABSTRACT 

AN IMPROVED HYBRID CODING SCHEME 

FOR VERY NOISY CHANNELS 

by 

Ramesh C. Agarwal 

Sequential - Algebraic hybrid coding schemes seem to provide efficient 

error reduction for very noisy channels. One such scheme was proposed by 

* 
Huband and Jelinek. This hybrid scheme requires large amount, of shift- 

register storage at the transmitting end* Also, this hybrid scheme does 

not utilize the available sequential decoding time efficiently* 

In this thesis, modifications, are proposed to the encoding and decoding 

schemes of the scheme of Huband and Jelinek* The proposed modification to 

the encoder eliminates the long shift register requirement, at the cost of 

additional convolutional encoders. The proposed modification to the decoder 

utilizes the available sequential decoder time more efficiently, and thus 

significantly reduces the block erasure probability for the hybrid scheme* 

The proposed scheme optimally allocates the available sequential decoder 

cycles to sequential - tracks within a block, so as to minimize the block 

erasure probability* Upper and lower bounds on the erasure probability 

for a given allocation are obtained and shown to agree closely with one 

another* It is shown that the later tracks have available almost all the 

"equivalent decoder cycles11 of the previous unerased tracks. 

*F* Huband and F* Jelinek, "Practical Sequential Decoding and a simple 

Hybrid Scheme", Proceedings of the first Hawaii International Conference 

on System Sciences, p* 478, 1968. 



Encoding and erasure correcting algorithms are proposed, for a class 

of maximum distance codes* For some cases these codes can perform better 

than traditionally used Reed - Soloman codes. 

Curves showing the improvement in the probability of erasure due to 

the proposed modifications are plotted. Curves comparing the performance 

of this modified hybrid scheme with that of a straight sequential scheme 

are also plotted. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Ever since Shannon*" announced his noisy channel coding theorem in-1948, 

the coding theorists all over the v?orld have been trying to realize his 

dreams with the minimum of encoding and decoding complexity* Coding theorists 

have suggested many different encoding and decoding schemes. In order to 

judge these schemes, we must know what is the best we can do. Hence, in 

this chapter, first we shall discuss the coding theorem, the conditions 

under which it is valid, and the required encoder-decoder complexity to 

achieve a specified performance level. Then we shall briefly discuss two 

basic decoding schemes, namely algebraic and sequential, and the situations 

under which each is efficient or inefficient In reducing the probability 

of error. Later we shall develop the basic idea of some sort of hybrid 

between the above mentioned decoding schemes and then discuss one such 

2 
scheme proposed by Falconer and improvements over it due to Huband and 

Jelinek^. 

1.1 The Coding Theorem 

In 1948, Shannon* announced his noisy channel coding theorem. This 

can be stated as follows! For every TIDMC (Time Invariant Discrete Memory - 

less Channel), these exists a number C, called the capacity of the channel, 

dependent on the channel transmission matrix. For every number B ^ C and 

every t>0, there exists a code (encoding and decoding process) with the 

rate R = B and the probability of error P . For B > C, there exists 

a number (B) > 0 such that for all codes of rate R ■* B, Pe>£(B). 

Practically, £ (B) is usually unacceptably large, and interest is 

limited to R C. However, the theorem says that arbitrarily small P 

is obtainable for R « C-10 ^ (say). Is there a catch? 
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Several. Some of the most important are; 

a) The method of proof of the theorem involves the ensemble of all 

n2k 
2 (for a binary alphabet)possible codes, C (with every code being 

k 
a transformation mapping each information sequence Z into some coded 

channel sequence Xn, n^ k). The proof demonstrates that an appro¬ 

priate average P over the ensemble of codes satisfy the conditions 
e 

of the theorem. Since at least one code has to be as good as the 

average, we know that a code satisfying the theorem must exist. How¬ 

ever, no indication is given by the theorem about how to find a good 

code. 

b) More important than not knowing how to find a good code is the 

fact that the theorem suggests no efficient scheme for implementing 

the coding and decoding process. The implementation used in the 

proof involved a lfcodebookff for encoding, with the transmitter 

"looking up" each information sequence on a list to find the sequence 

Xn to be transmitted. A similar codebook was required for decoding. 

Thus for the binary channel an encoding codebook of size 2 (one entry 

k n 
for each possible Z ), and a decoding codebook of size 2 (one entry 

for each possible Yn) was required. 

c) Compounding the above difficulties, later extensions of the 

coding theorem showed that the required information block length, k, 

4 
must go to infinity, as R C or P^—0, In fact, for R near C, 

1 
d log P 

i o e k »  r_ 

(C-R)" 

where d is a constant near 1. 
o 
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Thus codebook Implementation gives a encoder complexity (codebook size) 

d log P 
o e 

(C-R)‘ 

O = n = a 

d 
o 

Thus for P «= 10 C-R «* .1, d ■* 1, we obtain Q ■ 10^^. 
e o 

The decoder complexity is even larger; an alternative approach is 

needed for practical implementation# 

1*2 Two Basic Encoding and Decoding Schemes: Algebraic and Sequential 

Algebraic Encoding and Decoding: 

In algebraic techniques, some algebraic structure is introduced in 

n k 
obtaining the coded sequence X from the information sequence Z . This 

algebraic structure introduces the desired redundancy, and thus enables 

the decoder to recover the entire information sequence if the number of 

errors during channel transmission is less than some number t , called the 
o 

error correcting capability of the code, Peterson^, Gailager^, and Berlekamp^ 

are good references for algebraic coding. 

In the rate - probability of error - complexity (or cost) trade-off, 

it has been found that the algebraic codes are efficient in reducing the 

probability of error for "good" channels. On the other hand, they perform 

poorly for very noisy channels. To illustrate this point, we shall consider 

a Binary Erasure Channel (BEC) schematically represented below. 

0 

1-P 

0 

4> 

1 1 
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For this channel, regardless of the input symbol, the output is at 

worst '‘ambiguous", never "wrong". Real channels are seldom adequately 

modeled as a BEC, but as we shall see later, the BEC does take on importance 

in the hybrid coding. First we shall consider a BEC with the erasure 

probability P «• 10 ^ (C •» 1-P = 0.999), a (15,11) double erasure correcting 

BCH code (R *=<073, C - R » 0.27) achieves Pe«?i A.2 x 10 a reduction of 

3 
more than 10 . Next consider a BEC with P ® 0.25 (C *■ 0.75), a (15,7) 

four erasure correcting BCH code (R ** 0.47 , C - R «* 0.28) achieves P a .3 
e 

(even though C - R is same in both cases). Worst than no coding! This 

exemplifies our point about the "goodness" of algebraic codes. Although 

we had chosen a BEC for our illustration, the same holds for most real 

channels also. Thus we observe the necessity of some alternative to the 

algebraic codes for very noisy channels. One such alternative is convol¬ 

utional encoding with sequential decoding described below. 

Convolutional Encoding and Sequential Decoding: 

For convolutional coding, as the name suggests, the coded channel 

bits depend linearly on "previous” kQ \) (the constraint length) information 

bits. In general we can write the coded bits as a linear function of 

Zj as shown below. 

k v -1 

(m-l)nQ + j £o J»i ■*, -i 

for m « 1, 2, ... 
j " 1, 2, ... n 

O j 

with Zp = o if p^ o, 
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where the multiplication and addition are field operations (in particular, 

for the BSC, each G. . is either or 1, multiplication is normal arithmetic 

multiplication and- addition is f,modulo-2,f addition). The rate of these 

convolutional codes is k /n • For most practical codes k « 1 and n is a 
o o o o 

small integer. 

These convolutional codes can be decoded by sequential decoding. 

4 
Jelinek is a good reference for sequential decoding. The number of com¬ 

putations (or time) required to successfully complete sequential decoding 

is a random variable. In a real time system, where the data is received 

continuously at a constant rate, we can allow only a fixed number of 

computation cycles per information bit for sequential decoding of a 

convolutionally encoded "track" of length P . If the sequential decoder 

does not complete decoding of a track in the given number of cycles of 

itfs operations, that track is declared an "erasure’1 and the decoder starts 

decoding the next track. On the other hand if the sequential decoder 

completes decoding a track, then the probability of the decoded bits being 

incorrect (the probability of undetected error) is low. The probability 

of undetected error goes down exponentially with the constraint length k 
o 

and thus can be made as low as we wish, with encoding complexity growing at 

: most linearly with the constraint length. The erasure probability has a 

pareto distribution in Qg. The pareto exponent / is a function of the 

channel and the convolutional encoding rate Rg. For every channel, there 

is a number R , less than C, such that for R greater than R , V* 
comp s comp ' 

is less than 1 and thus the average number of computations required is 

infinite. Hence, the interest is usually limited to rates below R , 
comp 

for which 7^ is greater than 1. , However for rates near R , the 
comp 

variability in the number of computations required is high, and it is thus easy to 

achieve erasure probability of the order of 10*2 or 10-3, but it requires 
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orders of magnitude more computations to assure an erasure probability of 

the order of 10 * ' 

Since the probability of undetected error can be made arbitrarily 

small, we can accurately model convolutional encoder - channel - sequential 

decoder combination as an erasure channel. For this erasure channel, it is 

_ 2 
easy to achieve moderate erasure probabilities, say of the order of 10 , 

but difficult to assure a really low erasure probability. 

Sequential decoding has one more advantage; it is well adapted for 

many inputs - continuous output channels, waveform channels also. 

1*3 The Basic Idea of a Hybrid Scheme and Some Early Hybrid Schemes 

As we observed in the last section, algebraic codes are good for 

_ 9 
relatively "quiet" channels (crossover probability ^ 10*") and it is easy 

to achieve moderate erasure probabilities ( 10 - 10 ) with sequential 

decoding. This in itself suggests of a hybrid between two. We could 

have two stages of encoding and decoding; the T,innern stage would consist 

of a convolutional encoder - channel - sequential decoder combination. The 

output of the sequential decoder is either correct information bits or 

is erased. Thus this combination presents an apparent erasure channel to the 

"outer" algebraic encoder and erasure correcting decoder pair. First, by 

doing little sequential decoding, we achieve moderate erasure probability 

for this apparent erasure channel. Then, the outer erasure correcting code 

can effectively reduce the overall erasure probability to any desired low 

value. Normally, we would like to have overall erasure probability of the 

order of the probability of undetected error. This is the basic idea of 

a sequential - algebraic (S-A) hybrid. This is represented schematically 

In Fig. 1. 
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2 
The first such hybrid scheme was proposed by Falconer • His scheme is 

little different from the schematic diagram shown in Fig. 1. A set of K 

information bits is algebraically encoded to a block of N (greater than K) 

bits, the minimum distance of the code being d. These N algebraically 

encoded bits are fed to N different tracks etc. These N tracks are indepen¬ 

dently encoded by convolutional encoders and transmitted through the 

channel. On the receiving end, these N tracks are decoded by N sequential 

decoders. Because of the nature of sequential decoding, during the decoding 

process some of the decoders have advanced well ahead of others, while some 

are trailing far behind. At this stage, the algebraic decoder helps trailing 

sequential decoders, by decoding the bits of those tracks, assuming them to 

be erased, using already decoded bits from other tracks and the algebraic 

structure introduced by the algebraic encoder. The algebraic decoder is 

also used to correct the hypothesis of other sequential decoders, if there 

are some "undetected" errors. If t is the number of errors corrected and 
o 

d Is the number of erasures corrected, 2t + d d-1, where d is the o o o v- 

minimum distance of the code. 

At this point we would like to make certain comments about the Falconer 

scheme. Error correcting algorithms are move difficult to implement than, 

erasure correcting algorithms, and as we noted earlier, by increasing the 

constraint length of the convolutional code, we could make the probability 

of undetected error very small and thus error correcting is really not 

necessary. Also, erasure correction involves inversion of a matrix of the 

order of the number of erasures corrected. The elements of this matrix 

depend only on the erasure locations and are usually of a high order alphabet. 

This matrix inversion accounts for the major part of the 
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algebraic decoding complexity. If we could have a hybrid scheme that 

would require this matrix inversion only once for a large block of informa¬ 

tion bits, we could then reduce the algebraic complexity (or cost) 

3 
significantly. One such hybrid scheme was proposed by Huband and Jelinek . 

We shall now briefly discuss the hybrid scheme of Huband and Jelinek. 

Description of the Hybrid Scheme of Huband and Jelinek 

This hybrid scheme utilizes Reed-Solomon (R-S) erasure correcting codes 

as the outer algebraic code. The R-S code is over GF(2™), and is of block 

length N => 2m - 1, with algebraic rate R ® K/N. Figs. (2) and (3) give the 
a 

schematic diagram for the encoder. 

The information to be communicated is assumed to exist as a block of L 

binary digits. These binary digits are loaded serially into K buffer registers 

of lengths K^m, where » L/Km, filling each register fully before switching 

to the next. This stores the entire block of L ss KK m bits, while the next 
o 

block of KK m bits is loaded in another set of K buffer registers. The R-S 

encoder then begins the algebraic encoding process on the first block of KK^m 

bits. This encoder first takes m bits (we shall call these m bits a "symbol" 

of m bits) from the front end of each of the K registers and obtains a set 

of T= N-K "check symbols" of m bits each, each of which is shifted into the 

tail of an additional K^m bit register. The original K registers are then 

right shifted (end-around), and the second set of m bits is encoded. This 

proceeds until the entire set of KK m bits is encoded (see Fig. (2)). Note 

that only the last m bits of the K^m bit register need be accessible. At 

the end of the algebraic encoding we have N « K + T registers, or "tracks", 

of K m bits each. Of these, the first K tracks are information tracks and 
o 

the last T tracks are check tracks. Thus the rate of the algebraic encoder 
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THE HYBRID ENCODING PROCESS (A) 

Fig. 2 

THE HYBRID ENCODING PROCESS (B) 

Fig. 3 
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no« of information tracks 

is R - K> i.e., R ~ total number of tracks , as specified earlier* 
a ¥ a 

Each track is then coded in turn by the convolutional encoder (with each 

track coded independently of the others), and communicated through the channel. 

The rate of the convolutional encoder is K /N , thus producing an overall 

°° KK m K 
Ko 

transmitted block of length NN m, and an overall rate «• ^ " ^a^s* 
0 1 o o 

Typically N ^ 15, K - 12, N £i 500, KQ ^ 250, m - 4. 

At the receiving end, these tracks are received serially. 

The decoding process takes place in the opposite ordexv First 

each track is decoded by the sequential decoder. In this scheme, only one 

sequential decoder is used as compared to the N sequential decoders used in 

the- Falconer Scheme. We assume that the decoding operation takes place 

in real time, that is, the sequential decoder must have completed the 

decoding of one sequential track by the time the next track has been completely 

received. Each track has P * mK information bits, and Q cycles of the 
o s 

decoder per information bit are allowed. Thus, if a given track cannot be 

completely decoded inf1 cycles, that track is declared an "erasure". 

If the decoder successfully completes the decoding of a track, then with 

very high probability the decoded bits are correct. (We are assuming that 

the probability of undetected error is very small. This can be assured 

by having an appropriately large constraint length.) For the purpose of 

analysis, we shall assume that all the decoded bits are correct. The N 

tracks of sequentially decoded (or erased) data thus present an apparent 

binary erasure channel to the algebraic decoder. 

A Reed-Solomon code of rate (N-T)/N can correct up to T erasures. Thus, 

if the number of erased tracks is not more than T, the Reed-Solomon decoder 

can recover the erased tracks, and the entire block of KK m information bits 
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vill be correctly decoded. At this point, let us note that the matrix 

inversion required to recover the erased tracks depends only on the locations 

of the erased tracks and thus needs to be done only once for the entire 

block of KK^m information bits. This reduces the algebraic complexity 

significantly and is a major improvement over the Falconer scheme. 

The probability P^(e) that not all of the KK^m information bits are 

successfully decoded is equal to the probability of having more than T 

erasure tracks. Let be the probability of a given track being erased; 

Pg depends on the sequential decoder speed and is the same for each track. 

Since track erasures are independent of one another, we obtain 

P„U) p 
s 

j N-j 
(1-P ) s 

For the details of the analysis, comparison and the algebraic decoding 

technique, the reader is referred to Refs. CBJ and [9] . 

Now let us pause and examine this hybrid scheme. As described earlier, 

this hybrid scheme requires, at the transmitting end, 2N shift registers 

of length p each, where p is the sequential track length in bits. These 

shift registers need be accessible only from the ends, and could thus be 

realized by MOS shift registers. However, if we are interested in reducing 

the weight and power requirements of the transmitter, as may be the case 

in deep space applications, then we would like to eliminate these long 

shift registers. Also, this hybrid scheme has a delay of the order of KK^m 

bits. This available delay is not efficiently utilized by the sequential 

decoder# Ths sequential decoder with high probability completes the decoding 

of a track in many fewer cycles than what is allotcd to it, and then just sits 
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back and valts for the arrival of the next track. A better utilization of the 

available time delay and the sequential decoder is desired. 

In this thesis we shall modify the hybrid scheme of Huband and Jelinek, so 

as to amend the above mentioned objections. 



Chapter 2 

Proposed Modifications To The Hybrid Scheme 

In this chapter, we shall propose some modifications to the encoding 

3 
and decoding schemes of the hybrid scheme of Huband and Jelinek , so as 

to override the objections raised in the last chapter. The proposed 

modification to the encoder involves the use of N convolutional encoders 

with no long shift register storage requirement at the transmitting end. 

The proposed modification to the decoder utilizes the available sequential 

decoder time more efficiently, and thus reduces the overall erasure probability 

significantly. 

2.1 Encoder Modifications 

3 As described earlier, the hybrid scheme of Huband and Jelinek requires, 

at the transmitting end, 2N shift registers of length n each, where p is 

the sequential track length in bits. Typically N is 15 ^ 31 and P is 

about 1000. If we are interested in reducing the weight and power require¬ 

ments of the transmitter, as may be the case for deep space applications, 

then we would like to eliminate these long shift registers. To that end, 

a modification which eliminates the shift registers (at the cost of 

additional convolutional encoders) will no be proposed. This modification 

has an additional advantages it results in a lower probability of erasure 

compared with the original hybrid scheme. 

In the original hybrid scheme, only one convolutional encoder was 

used, and sequential tracks were encoded serially. In the modification 

proposed, N convolutional encoders will be used, with no long storage 

register required at the transmitting end. Fig. (4) is a schematic diagram 
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of the modified encoder* Each sequential track has a separate convolutional 

encoder, and all encoders operate in parallel* Thus the algebraically encoded 

data is immediately encoded by the convolutional encoders, and there is 

no storage requirement at the transmitter. The output of these convolutional 

encoders is multiplexed and transmitted on the channel. Each of these 

convolutional encoders need handle only 1/Nth of the total bits transmitted, 

and must therefore be only l/Nth as fast as the single convolutional 

encoder required in the original scheme. 

Let us now analyze the complexity of the encoder in greater detail. 
K k 

A binary convolutional encoder with rate R » ° = 0 (where k and n 
s ~ — o o 

N n 
o o 

are small integers), consists of a shift register of length k V (^64), 
o 

the constraint length, plus n (k V /2) -input modulo-two adders. These 
o o 

encoders could be of minimal cost and power requirement, if fabricated of 

MOS devices. For MOS devices the power requirement is roughly proportional 

to the speed. Thus, total power requirement for the N convolutional 

encoderswould be about the same as the power for the single encoder in 

the original scheme, since these N convolutional encoders are only 1/Nth 

as fast as the original convolutional encoder. Compared to the original 

hybrid proposal, total complexity is reduced, since 2N /^1000-bit shift 

registers are replaced by N r-* 64-bit convolutional encoders, 

For a given hardware speed, this modification allows for an N-fold 

increase^information throughput over the straight sequential or original 

hybrid scheme, since now we have N convolutional encoders, each capable 

of operating at the original speed. In addition, this scheme has built 

in reliability. If one (cr more) of the convolutional encoders fails, the 

failure is equivalent to track erasure, and the lost data could be 

recovered by the algebraic decoder. 
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Another consideration is with respect to burst channels; this modi¬ 

fication amounts to an N-fold ’’interleaving”, and can thus provide partial 

protection against burst errors. This N-fold interleaving reduces the length 

of a burst in any sequential track by a factor of N. Thus the effect of 

all bursts of length N or less is altogether eliminated, and, if long bursts 

are very unlikely, this modification provides a strong protection against 

burst errors. 

2.2 Decoder Modifications 

Now we shall discuss the required operations at the receiving-end. 

At the transmitting end, bits from the N convolutional encoders are multi¬ 

plexed and then transmitted. Hence, under the proposed modifications, at 

the receiving end, we need a demultiplexer. This demultiplexer feeds 

bits of N sequential tracks, each of length P /R ** mN . We assume the 
s o 

length of the sequential track to be an integer multiple of the length 

between resynchronizing nodes. Fig. (5) is a schematic diagram of the 

sequential decoding scheme. The sequential decoder begins decoding only 

after the entire block of N tracks is filled. Thus, at any particular 

time, the sequential decoder is processing a block of N tracks, while 

another block is being filled. Hence, at the receiving end, we need 2N 

storage registers of length p /R each. We therefore notice that under 
s 

the proposed modifications, 2N storage registers requiredat the trans¬ 

mitting end are now required at the receiving end. In almost all the 

situations where a hybrid scheme could be used, it is quite inexpensive to 

provide for this storage at the receiving end. In many cases, the data 

is usually taped before it is processed; in those cases the required 

storage is already provided for. 
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For both schemes, the time delay in processing (the encoding and 

decoding operations) is the same and is of the order of 3L (L =P K) 

Information bits. As will be seen later, a large sequential track length 

leads to a lower erasure probability, for sequential rates below ^cemp» 

Hence we would like to have a large sequential track length. The amount 

ef available storage and the time delay available will govern the choice 

of block length L, and thus of sequential track length. 

We assume that the decoding operation takes place in real time, and 

that successful decoding requires that the sequential decoder completes 

the decoding of a block (of N tracks) before the next block is received. 

Tracks which are not successfully decoded in the time allotted to them 

are called "erasures," and the algebraic decoder is used to correct them, 

if possible, as in the original scheme. Figs, (5) and (6) give the 

schematic diagram for the decoding scheme. 

The algebraic codes used are maximum distance codes over GF(2m)^, 

i.e. if we have T redundant tracks, the algebraic decoder can correct any 

erasure pattern of up to T erasures. As in the original scheme, we would 

thus like to minimize the probability of more than T erasures. In the 

original scheme, we receive tracks serially, and thus have the constraint 

of finishing the sequential decoding of a track before the next track is 

received. However, under this modification, we receive the data In blocks of 

N sequential tracks, and thus have the constraint of finishing the sequential 

decoding of a block of N tracks before the next block of N tracks is received. 

We shall use this additional freedom to choose a decoding strategy so as to 

reduce the block erasure probability. For sequential decoding, with high 

probability a track is successfully decoded in many fewer cycles of decoding 

operation than the number required to assure a low erasure probability. 

Thus subsequent tracks can have available the 
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unused decoding time of the previous unerased tracks, reducing the erasure 

probability of later tracks. 

Now let Qg Np be the total decoding time (number of cycles of the 

decoder) available for the sequential decoding of one block of N tracks, 

and let QJ be the average decoding time/information bit alloted for the 

decoding of i track. Then 

■ N 

X H 
N « 1 i«l 

The decoding scheme is as follows: . We establish N thresholds, 

i ” 1, ... , N, defined as 

i 

i " ^ Q' P , i ** 1, 2, ...., N. 
j»l J 

If the decoder is not able to decode the i track before time 0-^, 

then that track is declared to be an erasure, and the decoder starts 

s t 
decoding (i + 1) track. 

In chapter 3, for a given Q^, we shall optimize thd distribution 

of QJ, so as to minimize the probability of having more than T erasures, and 

make a complete analysis of the modified scheme. This new decoding 

strategy gives significant reduction, in the probability of erasure, 

compared to the original hybrid scheme, for a given total sequential 

decoding time. Thus this decoder modification utilizes the available time 

delay and the sequential decoder time more efficiently. 

In chapter 4, we shall propose another class of maximum distance 

codes, which in many cases could reduce the complexity of the algebraic 
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encoder and decoder, compared to Reed - Solomon codes. Decoding of 

erasure - correcting maximum distance codes is also discussed in chapter 4. 



Chapter 3 

Analysis of the Modified Hybrid Scheme 

In this chapter, we shall evaluate the modifications proposed 

for the sequential decoding scheme. We shall first make certain 

assumptions about the sequential decoder performance. Then we shall 

derive an approximate expression for the probability of error for the 

modified hybrid scheme, compare this expression with that for the 

original scheme, and show the improvement. 

3.1 Assumptions About the Sequential Decoder Performance 

The performance of a Sequential-Algebraic hybrid scheme is depend¬ 

ent on the sequential decoder performance as a function of rate. In 

particular it depends on the variation of the pareto exponent-/ with rate. 

This hybrid scheme would give improved performance over a straight 

sequential scheme, as long as the variation of -/ with rate is not too 

steep. However for the purpose of mathematical analysis, we need to make 

some assumption about the sequential decoder performance. 

Both upper and lower bounds*^**'* on the probability P of in- 
e 

complete decoding of a sequential track of lengthp in an average of 

Q* cycles of the decoder per information bit have the form 

Po * (H/d)1 7 (Q* - q)"7 , 

where f is a function of the channel and decreasing function of the 

sequential transmission rate R (for R 4 R , experimental 
s s ^ comp ^ r 

evidence seems to agree with the upper bound ~f *» d is a constant 
s 

lying between 1 and t the constraint length (for our purposes we set 

d - 1), and q is a small number dependent on the 
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channel and R^. (Experimental evidence seems to indicate that q is 

approximately 1 for R <R .) J
 s ^ comp 

Thus we shall assume f , j -J P 

rr Jfe track U erased}. - ) r «-') 3-i«r 1 ^ *7 

(3-0 
1 ; otherwise. 

To facilitate the analysis, we introduce a change of variable. 

Let 

Q - (Q'-I) (r 

With this change cf variable, (3-1) becomes 

£a track is erased = Q for V* Q ^ 1. 

We shall call Q the “equivalent decoding time”. For our further 

analysis, we shall use (3-3) and “equivalent decoding time11. We apply 

the transformation (3-2) to all Q! and Q1, giving 
N 1 S 

Q, " Qc 1 S 

(3-2) 

(3-3) 

N i»l 

3.2 Probability of Error for the Modified Hybrid Scheme 

If we have more than T erasure tracks, we cannot recover the 

entire block of N tracks; we call the probability of this event the 

probability of error for the modified hybrid scheme, P^(e). For a 

hybrid scheme to be effective, the probability of individual track 

_2 
erasure should be small (sayrv< 10 or less), so that the outer erasure- 

correcting code can be utilized efficiently. For those cases, in the 

expression for Pv(e), the probability of (T+l) erasures is the dominant 

for' 
terrtVo Thus most cases of interest, P (e) is approximately equal to the 
A ™ 

probality of (T + 1) erasures. For our further analysis, P^Cc) will be 

assumed to be the probability of (T+l) erasures, and we 
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shall try to minimize it for a given Q , ~/\ U, and T, using the 
s 

decoding scheme proposed in the last chapter. 

To minimize the probability of (T+l) erasures, we need to find 

the probability of occurrence of (T+l) erasures for a given distribu¬ 

tion of the Q^. Since the available time for decoding a track depends 

on the previous tracks, the probability of erasure of one track is not 

independent of erasure of other tracks. Thus, we have to consider all 

/ N\ 
\ x+1* possible erasure patterns and the probability of occurrence 

of each. Let us assume that the erased tracks are 

such that 1 K 4 K2 ...K^ ^ N. Then we define 

PrlKl'K2 W ' 

A ( 
“ P , ^2,*» - , Kj,+^st tracks are erased and no other 

track is erased^. 

Let us also define 

Pr f n/m\ = 

™ Pr ^Track n is erased/the last track erased was track mj , 

n > m. 

Then it can be easily seen that 

T+l 

where P, 
T+l, N 

“ P $ none of the tracks K. +1, ..., N are erased/K 
r <• 1+1 

is erased ( , and I< « 0. 
> n 

T+l 

(3-4) 

(3-5) 

Pr K2,*.*,,1CT+li = ^ ?r £Ki/Ki-l}JPT+l,N, (3-6) 
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With our assumption of low individual track erasure probability 

-2 — 
(r-'lO ) P , M can be approximated by 1. However, an exact evalua- 

1 * i i i* 

tion of the expressions of type (3-5) would be too complicated and 

difficult to analyze. In appendix (Eqs* (A-12) and (A-13), we have 

derived upper and lower bounds on (3-5), obtaining 

[l + H p
r (l.02)n'(m+l)[ £ CQ.-3)^ , 

i^m+l i-m+1 

for n)m and 1 2, 

if the Q. are selected such that individual track erasure probabilities 

are all less than .02, and Q^/Q. ^ 1.5. For very large , it 

can be proved that the above mentioned lower bound is a very good 

approximation to Py 

For the purpose of further analysis we shall approximate (3-5) 

by 
nn 

*r W4=[l„f+i«!1 -3)} . H 4 2- 

The physical significance of (3-7) is that later tracks have 

available almost all the "equivalent decoding time11 of previous 

unerased tracks. 

With this approximation (3-6) becomes 
T K 

P 
'r [V K2’ * *,,KT+l}~ T*! £! 1 (Qj-3)] J i^O*- j~^.+l J 

~ (Q -3) 
-(T+l)/ Ki+1 

i=0L j-K.+l J J 
J l 

-/ 

where a. » (Q.-3)/(Q -3)^.0, 
J N J s ^ 

and 1 <y a. ~ 1 • 
N ~ J 

J“1 

(3-7) 

(3-8a) 

*3-9 b) 
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The probability Ce) of occurrence of (T+l) erasures is thus 

given by * 

Ve) ',fv K2- •••' Krill' 
* jKDG 

where ^ “ (l^, K2, 1 £ ^ < K2 ... ^ N|. 

Thus for the optimum distribution of the a^. (and thus of Qj, we 

obtain 

where 

PM(e)S V^'1'10 ‘V«-<I+I>/. 

V'1' 
,T,N) . r r ^ / ^Ki+1 

JJ io° ^ j,lK
i
+1 3 ' "* 

(3-9) 

(3-10) 

The minimization to obtain B ^ (~f,T.N) can be performed numerical- 
opt 1 

ly for the desired values ot'f, T, and N, The computer time required 

for each iteration, in the minimization process is roughly proportional to 
jj 2 

^T+l^ ^ evcn for moderately large values of N and T (say 

N-31 and T=3)^the computer time required becomes excessive. However, 

for the uniform distribution of a^ (a^ « 1, j ® 1, ..,, n), we could 

obtain B . (-y ,T,N) (defined below), in a much shorter time, 
uni ' 

K. 
v 

opt (V’I-N)^Bu»i(^'T'S) ■ « ( to [j?K.+iQ'0 >’ 

1 

(3-11) 

where a^. *= 1, for j « 1, .N. 

For the values of Y near 1, B . (/,T,N) is not very 
uni 

mu ch 

different from Bopt(l'?T,K). Buni (/,T,N) can be calculated recursively, 

as will be shewn below. 

It can be easily seen that K.+i can take any integer value between 

K.+l and N - (T~i). Sustituting a.«l, in (3-11), we obtain 
1 A J 
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T — 

B .(•)',T,H) - £ r A (K. - K ) ] unl ^X1-0 11 1 

Rewriting (3-12) in a different form (interchanging summation and 

(3-12) 

product), we obtain 

uni 

H-™ ./W-IT-W _/ ^ 

(^T,N) . 2 K E. /**-*'' "' £ ^>1 - Kx > 
ki “ 1 i R2 K^I K3-=KZ+I » Kj+i 1 

Let L. = K. ,, - K,, i=l,..., T, Then (3-13) becomes 
i l+l 1 

(3-13) 

. _-/ (N-K,)-(T-2) . 
Buni(7/,T,N) " Jt, K1 £ £ (LJ-LJ,)”.. 

K =1 
1 

L
 L1»l Vi+1 

N-K 
1 - Y 

-• K 
LT " 4-1+' 

(3-14) 

Comparing (3-13) and (3-14), we can easily see that 

uni 

N-T 

(/,T,N) - Z Ki B
uni 

N~V' 

V1 

(3-15) 

T > 1, T+l, 

This is the desired recursive formula for B . (74T,N). TO 
uni 

start the reecusive process, we have as initial values, 

Buni(^’°’-N) " l<f- 1 K1 • 
(3-16) 
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The above equation Is directly obtained by substituting T ■ 0# In 

(3-13). The computer time required to calculate B ^ O'/ ,T,N) is 

2 
roughly proportional to N T. 

Now we shall derive an upper bound for B ( y/,T,N), which is 

very tight for large 7' 
/ 

uni 

Note that ^ i, i*i, ...., T+l. Therefore 

each sum in (3-14) has at the most N-T teems. Thus each sum could be 
N-T_y 

upper bounded by I.L and we obtain an upper bounded for B , (Y3T,N) 
L«1 unl 

as 

(3-15) 
Buni (^T'N) 4 Bub 

(^»T'N) |TUy )T+1 L»1 

This is the desired upper bound. The computer time required to 

calculate this upper bound is roughly proportional to N. 
CfO / 

For all 7^1, *2 L" is finite. 
L«=l . 

Hence Lt B (/,T, N)^oo, for 'i y 1. 
N -> oo ub 

At this stage, we would like to point out that B . (V,T,N), 
opt 

defined by eq. (3-10), is optimum only for thresholds 0"^, which are 

determined before the sequential decoding begins. It is possible to have 

adaptive optimization which would result in a still lower erasure probability. 

After track m ( Q (l, N-l)) is erased or successfully decoded, we could 

optimally locate the next threshold depending on the number of remain¬ 

ing decoder cycles, number of tracks still to be decoded, and maximum 

number of allowable erasures in the remaining tracks. This optimization 

Is not independent of Q , and would be difficult to analyze. Ve shall 
S> 

not go in the details of this analysis. 
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3.3 Comparison of the Performance 

Now we shall compare the performance of this modified scheme with 

that of the original scheme, for the same Q (or,Q’), T, and N. The 
s s 

probability of error, P^(e), for the original scheme is given by 

PHU> f 

Where Pg = track erasure probability 

For small P (large Q ), the first term in the expression for P„(e) is 
s s n 

dominant and P^(e) can be approximated by 

T+l N-(T+1) 

P-u>« pP» <i-v * (?«y* 

°r PHC.) , 

Also for large Q , (Q -3^ sf Q , and we can approximate P,,(e), of 
S S . S w 

eqs. (3-9), as 

- V(/'T'W (Q'/>I+I 

Now, we define the improvement due to the decoder modification as 

(N \ 
- Pjj(e) -(T+lj  

Popc c^’i0 

(3-16) 

(3-17) 

(3-18) 

V ( /pTpN) 
(3-19) 
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Sirailary we define I 

uni 

uni 

(/ ,T,N) 

Wo define another terra, 

D (/,T,N) I 
— opt 

\mi 

( /,T,N) as 

-&1  
Bu„l 

the degradation factor, as 

<V»T,N) _ Bunl (-/,T,N) 

(/,T,N) ' Bo ( /,T,N) 

(3-20) 

(3-21) 

This is the degradation in the probability of error, if the uniform 

distribution is used instead of the optimum distribution. 

Numerical values, for various functions defined in this chapter, 

are presented in Cahpter 5, for various values of the parameters. 



Chapter 4 

Maximum Distance Algebraic Codes 

In this chapter, we shall study a class of algebraic codes, known 

as maximum - distance (M.D.) codes. We shall propose an encoding and 

erasure correcting algorithm for a set of maximum - distance codes, 

12 first suggested by Singleton « We shall also discuss some practical 

aspects of erasure correction, as pertinent to our hybrid scheme. 

4.1 Existence of Maximum Distance Codes 

An algebraic block code, with K information symbols and N trans¬ 

mitted symbols, is represented by (N,K). The number of check symbols 

T ■> N-K. The code symbols are over an alphabet of size q (GF(q)), q can 

be written as pm, where p Is a prime and m is a positive integer. For 

most practical cases p *» 2. If d is the minimum distance of the code, then 

we could correct any erasure pattern of up to d-1 erasures. 

12 
Now we shall state some theorems from Singleton's paper. We 

shall reword these theorems, so as to conform with our notation. 

Theorem 1 d^T + 1. 

An M.D. coda is one for which d * T + 1. Thus an M.D. code with 

T check symbols can correct any erasure pattern of up to T erasures, 

and none with more than T erasures. This is the best any code can do. 

Singleton also mentions that if K 2 and T ^ 2, then K^q-1 and T ^ q-1. 

For the remainder of this chapter, we restrict our attention to 

linear M.D. codes. In this case, the q-nary code words are vectors 

in an N - dimensional linear space over the finite field GF (q). 
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4- 

Definition: A linear q-nary M.D. code is defined asAset of 

vectors contained in some K - dimensional subspace cf all qn N - dimen¬ 

sional vector over GF (q )• A linear code can be described by a I - 

by - N check matrix H of rank T, such that Hx 8 o if and only if x is 

a vector in the code; i.e. the code is the null space of a check matrix 

H. 

If the check matrix is of the form H « (A,I), then the first K 

symbols of the code word are information symbols, and the last T symbols 

are check symbols. Such codes are known as systematic codes* For a 

systematic M.D. code, every square submatrix of order j within A, where 

1 ^ j ^ min (T,K), has a nonzero determinant* 

For an M*D, code, it can be easily proved that if there exists 

an (N,K) code, over GF (q), then there also exists an (N,T) code over 

GF (q). These codes are dual of each other* For systematic codes, the 

dual code can be obtained by transpos— ing the A matrix. 

Now v;e shall state some results regarding the existence of M.D* 

codes* For T a 1, K is unlimited for all q; this is a simple parity 

check code. For T = 2, M.D* codes exist for all K ^ q-1. For I » 3 

and K =-* q-1, M.D. codes exist if and only if q is a power of 2. Thus 

for q a power of 2 and T = 1, 2 and 3, M*D* codes exist with q-1. 

For K 3 and T 3, the existence problem is only partially solved. 

For K + T q-1. Reed - Solomon (R-S) codes constitute a class of 

M.D. codes. There also exist codes with K + T^ q+1, 

4.2 Erasure Correction for Maximum Distance Codes 

As mentioned earlier, for an M.D. code with T check symbols, we 

could correct any erasure pattern of up to T erasures. Mow we shall 
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outline a procedure for erasure correction of any M.D. code. If we 

have fewer than T erasures, then by erasing some more symbols, we 

could have precisely T erasures. Let X^, X^, ..., be the transmitted 

symbols, and X , X ,*,.*X be the T erased symbols. We substitute zero 
n, n'2 n^ 

for erased symbols, thus the received symbols Y^, are given by = X^ 

+ Zj; j *= 1, 2, ..., N, where 

j 

■i 

- Xj for j = n,, n0, 

0 otherwise. 

19 “29 * * * * "fj 

(4-1) 
- T 

The erasure positions are known. We calculate the syndrome vector S 

(the superscript denotes the dimension of the vector), defined by 

(4-2) CT ^ „ VN N „_N 
S = H Y *» HA + HZ « HZ , 

N 
where H is the T - by - K check matrix for the code. Since Z has 

T T 
only T nonzero elements, we can rewrite (4-2) as S « H^Z , (4-3) 

where H^, is the matrix formed by columns n^, n^, ..., n^ of the check 

T 
matrix H, and Z is the vector (-X , -X , ..., -X ). According to 

the results of the last section, is non singular, and thus we can 

write Z “ H™ S , or T 
X " - T, P ?S, j p-1, 2, (4-4) 
np j,, ;P>J J 

where P . are the elements of the matrix H._ *. 
*PtJ * 

Now we discuss encoding and decoding for a set of M.D. cedes 

over Gp'(2in), with IC ^2m-l, T *» 1, 2, and 3, fox' all m >. 2 (they are 

12, 
the duals of codes suggested by Singleton ). We shall call them 

Singleton codes. Without loss of generality, we consider the case 

T = 3, other cases are contained in this case. The check matrix is 

given by 

H = 

1 \ \ 

2- 
l °L < 

2- 4- 
l < * 

l \ o o 

/■' o I o 

«*-■> „ o 1 

C^-5) 
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where is a primitive element of GF 

matrix represents a systematic code, 

symbols. Three check symbols X , X 

K (j-1) (i-1) 

xk+i . ^ < xj; 

j“i J 

(2m). As can be seen, this 

with the first K symbols as information 

K+2, and XK+3 are given by 

(4-6) 

i = 1, 2, and 3. 

These three check symbols can be obtained by K cyclic shifts of three 

m - bit feed-back shift registers, 

We now consider erasure correction for these codes. We first 

calculate three syndromes S^, S^, and 3^, given by 

S. ” 

K (j-1) (i-1) 

H ^ Y + Y 
j-1 J 

(4-7) 

.th 
i = 1, 2, and 3. If the j symbol is erased, we set « 0, in the above 

expression. There are various possibilities for erasure patterns, 

wo shall discuss them one by one. (a) No erasures in last two symbols. 

By Erasing some more symbols, we can have precisely three erasures. 

Let U^, U^i and be the three erasure positions (corresponding 

X i 
elements from the second row of the check matrix), U.e^o^l, ^ 

and VV^, and be the corresponding erased symbols, Then from 

(4-3), we have 

(4-8) 
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because for the binary case n - " « M + ,?. The matrix on the right 

hand side of (4-8) is a Vandermonde matrix and is non singular for 

distinct U'. Inverting the U matrix, we obtain the solution for the 

erased symbols as 

V1 = [(U1 + U3) (U1 + U2^ ”lfU2 U3S1 + (U2 + V S2 + S3j (4_9) 

and two similar equations for and In matrix notation we can 

write V « -■ ST (4-10) 

The expressions for are similar for the different pfc# Thus same 

set of hardware could be utilized for the calculation of elements in 

different rows. (b) One erasure in last two symbols. Let the two 

r K- li 
other erased positions be and t ^ o, \ j, and V and V. be 

the two erased symbols. There are two subcases* 

bl) Third check symbols is erased: Then 

1 1 l \ V. I IS, 
u u 

1 2. 

or ft] ■ "■ * ft a [ 

(4-10) 

(4-11) 

b2) Second check symbok is erased: 

1 « 1 2*2 
ur u2 ft] -ft:] 

-I 

or (V+*2
2) ” up l ft] 

(4-12) 

(4-13) 

2 2 
If we replace U -5> ^ and —* ^2 ' t^lGn wc can USG t^e sanie hardware 

as in(bl^ 
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c) Last two check symbols erased: Then V = (4-14) 

All these operations could be carried out by digital circuitery. 

In those situations, where we do not need more than three check 

symbols, Singleton codes have some advantages over R~S codes, as we 

shall see below* The complexity of various field operations, and thus 

of algebraic encoding and decoding process, increases as the alphabet 

size (2111) increases. For the same alphabet size, Singleton codes can 

have a larger block length as compared to the R-S codes. Alternatively, 

for the same block length, Singleton codes may require smaller alphabet 

size, and thus reduced complexity. Encoding for Singleton codes is 

2 
also relatively simpler; it involves multiplications only by d and • 

A systematic implementation of R-S codes requires, for the encoder, 

multiplications by arbitrary field elements, which are in general 

2 
more complex than multiplications by ^or oC . Also, the erasure 

correcting algorithms for R-S codes are for general T, and thus they 

could be inefficient for T ^ 3. For a detailed description and 

9 
complexity analysis of R-S codes, reader is referred to Fox’s thesis. 

The algebraic decoder, for our scheme, is shown schematically In 

Fig. 6. As can be seen in the figure for cur scheme, the matrix 

inversion required to obtain f . is done only once for the entire 

block of KK m bits. Thus vze could have a slower logic to do this 
o 

operation. For small block lengths, the matrix inversion device could 

be a read only memory unit, with erasure positions as inputs and f ,’s 

as output. Alternatively it could be realized by digital circuitory 

with fair amount of control. 
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If ve have only single erasure, wo do not need the matrix inversion 

device, because it could be corrected by an overall parity check. For 

our hybrid scheme, the probability of more than one erasure is very 

small. Hence the matrix inversion device is used rarely, and it may be 

more economical to use rather inefficient general purpose digital computer, 

than to have a complete algebraic decoder. 



Chapter 5 

Results and Conclus ions 

In this chapter, we first tabulate numerical values for the various 

functions defined in Chapter 3. Then we compare the performance of the 

modified hybrid scheme with that of the straight sequential scheme. 

5.1 Numerical Values of Some Functions 

Tables 1 to 5 list the values of Cp^), (Y,T,N), B^^ (YT,N), 

and (?/»T,N), for a range of parameters. Graph 1 is a plot of BnN,~ 
UNi 

(l,T,N) vs. N for a range of T. Graph 2 is a plot of B^^ (l,T,N) vs. T 

for various values of N. In all the graphs, in this chapter, B(.,.,«), 

I(.,.,.), and N are on log scale, and "/and T are on a linear scale. For 

values of Y greater than 1, we could obtain ,T,oo), defined below 

T+l T+l 

BJJB ( V,T,oo) 

Graphs 3 to 6 are plots of B ( y^T,00) and B..,,. (Y,T,N), for N =» 15, 
'UB '   UNI 

31, and 63, vs. T for a range of Ygreater than 1. As can bo seen from 

these tables and graphs, B^p (Y»T»N) approaches B^ (Y*T,oo) as Yincreases, 

for high algebraic rates (l-T/N). 

We have obtained B^pp, (Y,T,N) for a range of the parameters. The 

time required to obtain B^p^ (Y>T,N) increases rapidly with T and N, hence 

we restricted our choice of T and N to moderate values. Tables 6 to 10 

list (T^), BUB ( Y»T,N), BUNi ( /,T,N), BoPT (/,T,N), I0PT (/,T,N), 

Iyj^i (Y#T,N), an<^ B (V>T,N), for T » 1 to A, and for various values of 

N and Y• Some of the entries in these tables and some graphs are marked 

with an asterisk. This denotes that in those cases the optimization was 

not carried out completely and the optimum values are likely to be better 

than what Is listed. As can be seen from these tables, for Y near 1, 

D (/,T,N) is small. But as increases, D C‘Y»T»N) increas£$rapidly with N. 
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Graphs 7 to 10 are plots of B^p (*/,T,N) vs. ■/ for a range of N and T. 

joV . 
From these graphs we observe thatAeach T, there Is a range of 7 in which 

®0PT ^ >T»N) is roughly the same for various values of N. This crossover 

value of Y increases as T increases. Graphs 11 to 15 are plots of B^p^- 

(Y.T.N) vs. N, for a range of T and /. 

Graphs 16 to 19 are plots of I^p^ ("/»T,N) vs. "/for various values 

of N and T. These plots can be approximated by a straight line for "/between 

1 and 2, this is the range of Yof practical importance. All these straight 

lines appear to originate fromY» "*12 and I0pT ( 7^T,N) ** 1. The sCope 

of these lines is a function of T and N. Thus for the values of Y between 

1 and 2, we can approximate Igpj ( "/JT,N) by 

logiO POPT <*/T*N>] 
a
 S(T,N). (*/+ .12) (5-2) 

for 1 ^ */ ^ 2, where S(T,N) is the slope of the graph. 

Graph 20 shows the plots of S(T,N) vs. N for T ■ 1 to 4. These plots 

are also approximately straight lines and we can write 

S(T,N) s* b(T) log.. ,N__ T=1 to 4. (5-3) 
10
 'a(T)' 

Thus we could approximate B (-/,T,N) by 

B
ont
( /»T»N) K / N  WN . 

■b(T) (/ + .12) 

T+l 
1^2, (5-4) 

T ■ 1 to 4. We shall use this approximation for further numerical results. 

5.2 Comparison of the Performance 

Now we compare the performance of this modified hybrid scheme with 

that of a straight sequential scheme. Because of the nature of the hybrid 

scheme, the additional complexity of the algebraic encoder and decoder is 

nominal compared to the sequential complexity. It is difficult to compare 
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sequential and algebraic complexity; hence for the purpose of comparison, 

the algebraic complexity has been neglected. 

We have evaluated the performance of the modified hybrid scheme for 

some maximum distance (N,K) outer algebraic codes, and have compared the 

discard probability P^ (the expected fraction of the data being discarded) 

of this scheme with that of the straight sequential scheme. 

Let Q,J be the average number of decoder cycles per information bit 

available, R^, the desired rate, and S be the total storage (number of 

sequential information bits per block) available. 

Then for the straight sequential scheme, from (3-1) we have 

PD(s) fs'1 Rcomp/RT "j . ^ (QJ - D^comp/y] (5-5) 

since in this case p~ S. 

In comparing P^Cs) with P^Gn), the discard probability for the modified 

hybrid scheme, we hold the parameters Q^,, R^, and S the same for both 

schemes. Thus Q* «* QI R , since sequential decoding must be done on N 
s i d 

tracks, whereas only K are information tracks. Also R « R„/R , and the 

sequential track length P*» S/N. For an (N,K) code, we calculate P^(e), 

the probability of (T+l) erasures using (3-9). As pointed out earlier, 

_2 
if the individual track erasure probability is small (^10 ), the probability 

of more than T erasures approximately equals the probability of (T+l) 

erasures. Thus when we discard, with high probability (T+l) tracks out of 

the total of N tracks are discarded, and the expected fraction of information 

tracks erased is thus (T+l)/N. Hence, we have for our modified hybrid scheme 

(5-6) 
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Graphs 21 to 23 show the variation of log P^ with log Q£, for S ■ 10^, 

R_/R » 0.9, 0.8, and 0.7, for straight sequential and various (N,K) 
1 comp 

codes. From these graphs we observe that the performance of the hybrid 

scheme improves as N and T increase. Graph 24 is for S » 10^ and R„/R “ 
l comp 

0.7. Comparing graphs 23 and 24 we observe that the performance improves 

as the total storage increases. This should be expected, because if we 

average sequential computations over a longer block, tthe number of com¬ 

putations required tends to the average. 

The pareto exponent for an (N,K) code is (T+l). V(R ), where -y (R ) 

is the straight sequential pareto exponent at the sequential rate R . For 

our assumption of V(R ) = R /R , the pareto exponent ** (T+l) Ra.R /R_ r ' s comp s' * comp T 

Now we compare the performance of the hybrid scheme with a straight 

sequential scheme for a white gaussian noise channel. Let E be the power 
s 

per transmitted bit and N be the single sided noise power spectrum density. 

We assume a BSC (binary symmetric channel) realisation, then the crossover 

probability P is given by 

p -1 - 0 (J3Dj£) 3 (5-7) 
•No ' 

wherefK • ) is the c.d.f. for the standardized normal distribution 

for the BSC is given by 

R 
comp 

R mn - - log0 ( % + 4P(1-P) ) (5-8) 
comp 4 i 

Graph 25 shows the variation of R with E /N . 
comp s o 

Let the sequential transmission rate R be fixed at 0.5. Then E. , 
s b 

power per information bit is given by 

E 
s 

0.5.R 
SL 

2E 
 s 
R 
a 

(5-9) 
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Graphs 26 to 28 show the variation of log with E /N , for S ■ 10^, 
U DO 

Q.J, ■ 10,20, and 50, for straight sequential and various (N,K) codes. 

5,3 Conclusions 

The hybrid scheme discussed in this thesis involves two stages of 

encoding and decoding. With appropriate choice of the constraint length, 

the convolutional encoder - channel - sequential decoder combination 

(see Fig. 1) presents an apparent erasure channel to the outer maximum 

distance erasure - correcting code. For this erasure channel, with little 

sequential computation, we can achieve erasure probabilities of the order 

_o 
of 10 or less. This corresponds to C ~ »39 for the outer erasure 

channel. Then outer erasure - correcting code is efficiently used, on 

this ’’good" channel, to achieve any desired discard probability. 

A single erasure correcting code (T ■ l) is a simple binary parity 

check code, and is trivial to Implement for any value of N. For T > 1 

and N ^ 2ffl”^-l+T, a maximum distance code must be over GF(2m). This 

increases algebraic complexity as N increases, since it implies that all 

operations are in GF(2m). 

From numerical results we observe that increasing N decreases error 

probability significantly. As pointed out earlier, the convolutional 

encoder power requirement is roughly independent of N. However, in any 

practical scheme, as N increases the power requirement would increase 

somewhat. Also, the'.weight of the convolutional encoder and the algebraic 

encoder - decoder cost (for T > 1) would increase as N increases. These 

factors would restrict the choice of N to small values. 
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Our assumption about the variation of -/ with rate is debatable, 

but still it will not change the results (in graphs 21 to 24) significantly. 

Because, for high algebraic rates, there will not be too much of a difference 

in ■/(R ) and Y(RT). But the rate at which a particular value of Y is 

achieved may be different. 

Although we have the calculated results only for sequential rates 

below R , we feel that this scheme could give improved performance even 
comp 

at rates about R , at least for large Q*,. 
comp X 

From the numerical results on ( '!/>T»N), we observe that the new 

sequential decoding scheme proposed results in significant reduction in 

the erasure probability. For rates near R , one would probably use 
comp 

uniform distribution for QJ, since for -/near 1, the degradation factor is 

small 
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GAMMA= 1 

T B^C-ZT.N) I, C TV VfvJt 

1 105 1 1 9 1 1 
2 455 32 23 20 
3 1365 93 50 27 
4 3003 251 93 32 
5 5005 631 150 33 
6 6435 1450 21 1 31 
7 6435 2977 253 25 
8 5005 5297 258 19 
9 3003 7792 218 14 
10 1365 8796 150 9 
1 1 455 6685 80 6 
12 105 2643 31 3 
1 465 16 15 32 
2 4495 62 48 93 
3 31465 238 146 215 
4 169911 892 408 416 
5 736281 3279 1054 698 
6 2629575 1 1782 2527 10 40 
7 7888725 41325 5629 1 402 
8 20160075 141213 1 1659 1729 
9 44352165 469052 22469 1974 
10 84672315 1510577 40282 2102 
1 1 1.411205E+8 4702803 67145 2102 
12 2.062531£+8 14104986 103956 1984 
1 1953 22 21 94 
2 3971 1 104 85 467 

3 595665 480 328 1815 
4 7028847 2205 1 199 5863 
5 67945521 10060 41 53 ‘ 16337 
6 5.532707 E+8 45543 13739 40269 
7 3.872895E+9 204510 43328 89385 
8 2.366769E+10 910729 130684 181106 
9 1.27S055E+11 4020865 377571 338494 
10 6.157903E+11 17594500 1046308 588536 
11 2.668 424E+12 76282404 2784005 9 58 484 
12 1.046843E+13 3.275797E+8 7118886 1470516 

,N) 

Table 1 
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GAMMA* 1.5 

T BOBC/,T,N> ByN1 C/T,N> iUN, C/T,N) 

1 105 4.36 4.22 25 
2 455 8.85 8 57 
3 1365 17.55 14.25 96 
4 3003 33.86 23.64 127 
5 5005 63. 1 1 36.16 138 
6 6435 1 12.6 50.45 128 
7 6435 189.88 63.35 102 
8 5005 296.88 70.41 71 
9 3003 417.75 67.81 44 
10 136 5 50 3.33 54.98 25 
1 455 473.95 36.01 13 
12 105 288.23 17.85 6 
1 465 5.06 4.9S 93 
2 4495 11.3 10.73 419 
3 31 465 25.08 22.55 1396 
4 169911 55.27 46.08 3687 
5 736231 120.97 91.46 8051 
6 2629575 262.69 175.9 14949 
7 7888725 565.61 327.15 241 1 1 
8 20160075 1206.43 587.28 34328 
9 44352165 2546.58 1014.96 43699 
10 84672315 5313.41 1684.81 50256 
11 1.411205E+8 10943.46 2679.38 52669 
12 2.062531E+8 22212.44 4070.9 50665 
1 1953 5.57 5.52 354 
2 3971 1 13. 1 12.76 31 12 
3 595665 30.77 29.17 20424 
4 7028847 72.14 65.88 106698 
5 67945521 168.81 146.96 462349 
6 5.532707E+8 394.18 323.61 1709658 
7 3.872895E+9 918.43 703.1 5508277 
8 2.366769E+10 2135.39 1506.41 15711306 
9 1 .2780 55E+11 4953.07 3181.11 40176427 
10 6.157903E+U 11460.88 6617.64 93052566 
1 1 2.668424E+12 26452.08 13554.9 1.968606E H8 

12 1.046843E+13 60890.58 27323.4 3.83130 7E+8 

Table 2 
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GAMMA= 2 

T B 
U 6 W^T-N> 

1 105 2.48 2.47 43 
2 455 3.88 3.78 120 
3 1365 6 5*68 240 
4 3003 9.18 8.29 362 
5 5005 13.85 11.65 430 
6 6435 20.52 15.61 412 
7 6435 29.63 19.67 327 
8 5005 41 .25 22.91 218 
9 3003 54.44 24.13 124 
10 1365 66.02 22.3 61 
11 455 69.29 17.31 26 
12 105 55.03 10.57 10 
1 465 2.6 2.59 179 
2 4495 4.18 4.15 1083 
3 31465 6.72 6.61 4758 
A 169911 10.77 1 O' (47 16225 
5 736281 17.24 16.47 44710 
6 2629575 27.52 25.68 102387 
7 7888725 43.84 39.67 198880 
8 20160075 69.65 60.57 332864 
9 44352165 110.29 91 .25 48605S 
10 84672315 174.03 135 »5 625570 
11 1.411205E+8 273.48 197.18 715700 
12 2.062531E+8 427.72 281.31 733183 
1 1953 2.65 2.65 737 
2 3971 1 4.32 4.31 921 1 
3 595665 7.03 7 85087 
A 7028847 11.44 11.35 619128 
5 67945521 18.61 18.38 3696134 
6 5.532707E+8 30.25 29.72 18618394 
7 3.872895E+9 49.16 47.95 80773241 
8 2.3667 69E+10 79.85 77 .2 3.065601E+8 
9 1.278055E+11 129.65 124.03 1 .03047SE+9 
10 6.157903E+11 210.4 198.73 3•098582E+ 9 
1 1 2.668424E+12 341.26 317.54 8.4035E+9 
12 1 .046843E+ 1 3 553.21 505.77 2.069806E+10 

Table 3 
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GAMMA 

1%) 
= 3 

8„0C/T,N> B ( /> 
UNI 

105 1.44 1.44 73 
2 455 1 .73 1.72 264 
3 1365 2.07 2.06 662 
4 3003 2.47 2.46 1222 
5 5005 2.95 2.92 1714 
6 6435 3.51 3.45 1868 
7 6435 4.16 4.02 1600 
8 5005 4.9 4.61 1087 
9 300 3 5.71 5.11 587 
10 1365 6.51 5.39 253 
1 1 455 7.12 5.2 87 
12 105 7.04 4.33 24 
1 465 1.44 1.44 322 
2 4495 1.73 1.73 2592 
3 31 465 2.08 2.08 15104 
A 169911 2.5 2.5 67912 
5 7 36281 3.01 3 245081 
6 2629575 3.61 3.61 729112 
7 7888725 4.34 4.33 1822614 
8 20160075 5+2 5.19 3882701 
9 44352165 6.25 6.23 7124248 
10 84672315 7.5 7.46 11351410 
1 1 1.411205E+8 8.99 8.93 15804661 
12 2.062531E+8 10.79 10.68 19320757 
1 1953 1.44 1.44 1352 
2 3971 1 1 .74 1.74 22871 
3 595665 2.09 2.09 285435 
A 7028847 2.51 2.51 2802391 
5 67945521 3.01 3.01 22539837 
6 5.532707E+8 3.62 3.62 1 • 527 1 44E +8 
7 3.872895E+9 4.35 4.35 8•894836E+8 
8 2.366769E+10 5.23 5.23 4. 523003E+ 9 
9 1•27 80 55E+11 6.29 6.29 2.032353E+10 
10 6.157903E+11 7.56 7.56 8.148395E+10 
1 1 2.668424E+12 9.08 9.08 2.938301E+11 

Table 4 
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GAMMA = 5 

T 1&) B CVIT^N) 
06 

BON> C /,T.»N> IJN) 

1 105 1 .08 1.08 98 
2 455 1 VI 1 1.11 408 
3 1365 1-16 r. 16 1181 
4 3003 1.2 1.2 2505 
5 5005 1 .24 1 .24 4027 
6 6435 1.29 1.29 4994 
7 6435 1.34 1 .34 4817 
8 5005 1 .38 1 .38 3615 
9 3003 1 '.'44 1 .43 2094 
10 1365 1 .49 1.48 921 
1 1 455 r.53 1.52 299 
12 105 1.57 1.5 4 68 
1 465 1 .08 1.03 432 
2 4495 1.1 1 1.11 4032 
3 31465 r. 16 r. 16 27217 
4 169911 1*2 1 .'2 141736 
5 7362S1 1.24 1 .24 592317 
6 2629575 1 .29 1 .29 2040083 
7 7S88725 1.34 1 .34 5902300 
S 20160075 1.39 1 .39 14546515 
9 44352165 1.44 1 .44 30862726 
10 84672315 1.49 1 .49 56821659 
1 1 1.411205E+8 1 '.55 1.55 91330577 
12 2V062531E+S 1 .6 1 .6 1 .207303E+3 
1 1953 1 .'08 1.03 1816 
2 39711 1.11 1.11 35618 
3 595665 1*16 1.16 515238 
4 7028847 r.2 1 .2 5S63294 
5 67945521 1 .24 1.24 54660033 
6 5.532707E+8 1 .29 1.29 4•292381E+S 
7 3V872S95E+9 1 .34 1.34 2•897662E+9 
8 2V366769E+10 1 .39 . 1 .39 1.707731E+10 
9 1V278055E+11 1 .44 1.44 8 • 893337E+10 
10 6.157903E+1 1 1 .49 1.49 4. 132373E-H 1 

Table 5 
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6
AMMA= 1 

T N (-TVII B U.B. B UNI. 
1 7 21 6 5.21 

10 45 8 7.03 
15 105 10.57 9.43 
18 153 11 - 83 10.62 
31 465 15.'96 14V61 

2 7 35 11 .9 8.06 
10 120 20.08 13.9 
15 455 32.16 23'.'2 
18 816 38'.'64 28.42 
31 4495 62.18 48'.'23 

3 7 35 18.84 9.33 
10 210 45.2 22.6 
15 1365 92.74 49.'68 
18 3060 121.23 67 V 29 
31 31465 237 '.'36 146.09 

4 7 21 20.71 7.67 
10 252 83.27 29.33 
15 3003 251.16 92.65 
18 8568 363.46 141.54 
31 169911 892.4 407.99 

Table 6 

GAMMA= 1.5 

T N B U.B. B UNI 
1 7 21 3.34 ' 3.15 

10 45 3.86 3.69 
15 105 4.36 4.22 

18 153 4.56 4.43 
31 465 5.06 4*98 

2 7 35 5.46 4.56 
10 120 ■ 7.15 6.'22 
15 455 8.85 8 
18 816 9.53 8.75 
31 4495 IT.3 10.73 

3 7 35 7.8 5.43 
10 210 12.56 9.38 
15 1365 17.55 14.25 
18 3060 19.61 16.43 
31 31465 25. OS 22.55 

4 7 21 8.83 4.98 
10 252 20.44 12.4 
15 3003 33.86 23.64 
18 8568 39'.'61 29.21 
31 169911 5 5.'2 7 46.08 

Table 7 

B OPT. I OPT. I UNI. D 
3.708 6 4 1 .4 
4.497 10 6 1 .6 
5.38 20 11 1 .8 

14 
6.98 67 32 2.1 
6.61 5 4 1.2 
10.33 12 9 1.3 
15.45 29 20 1 .5 

29 
27 166 93 1 .8 
8.3 4 4 1 .1 
18.3 1 1 9 1 V2 
36.17 38 27 1 .'4 
Y7. i7 65 45 i:4 

215 
7.22 3 3 1 . 1 
25.66 10 8 1 • 2 
73 41 32 1.3 

61 
■. 416 

B OPT. I OPT. I UNI . D 
1.689 " 12 7 1.9 
1 .6 28 12 2.3 

1.455 72 25 2.9 
35 

*1.85 * 251 93 2.7 
3.13 1 1 8 1.5 
3.52 34 19 1 .8 
3.62 126 57 2.2 

93 
3.41 1318 419 3.1 
4.3 8 6 1 .3 
6.21 34 22 1.5 
7.66 178 96 1 .9 
8.23 372 186 2 

1396 
4.38 5 4 1 . 1 
9.15 28 20 1.4 
14.5 207 127 1.6 

293 
3687 
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GAMMA= 2 
1 fN \ 

T N vr+u B U • B • B UNI . B 0PT • I OPT. I UNI. D 

1 7 21 2.22 " 2.18 0-803 26 10 2.7 

10 45 2*37 2.34 0*611 74 19 3.' 8 

15 105 2*48 2'.'4 7 0.439 239 43 5*6 

18 153 2.52 2.51 61 

31 465 2.6 2.59 179 

2 7 35 3‘.'14 2.91 1 .56 22 12 X .9 
10 120 3 * 56 3.41 1.318 91 35 2.6 

15 455 3*88 3*78 0V991 459 120 3.8 

IS 816 3*98 3.91 209 

31 4495 4 V18 4'. 1 5 1033 •- 

3 7 35 4'. 11 3'.'47 2.32 15 10 1 .5 

10 210 5.22 4.71 2.32 91 45 2 

15 1365 6" 5.68 1 .'91 715 240 3 

18 3060 6.24 6" *• 1 .86 *16 45 510 3.2 

31 31465 6.72 6.61 4758 

4 7 21 4.67 3.43 2.71 8 6 1 .3 

10 252 7.38 6.04 3*54 71 42 1 .7 

15 3003 9*18 8*29 3*56 844 362 2.3 

18 8568 9.72 9.03 949 

31 169911 10.77 10.47 16225 

Table 8 

GAMMA= 3 

T N UW B U.B. B UNI . B OPT. I OPT. I UNI. D 
1 7 21 1.42 " 1.41 0.2 105 15 7.1 

10 45 1'.' 43 1.43 0.102 441 31 14 
15 105 1.44 1.44 0.0463 2268 73 31.1 
18 153 IV 44 1.44 106 
31 465 1.44 1 *44 322 

2 7 35 1 V67 1.65 0.444 79 21 3-7 
10 120 1 '.'7 1 IV 7 0.229 524 71 7.4 
15 455 1.73 1 ’.'72 0.1009 4509 264 17.1 
18 816 1.73 1 .73 472 
31 4495 1.73 1.73 . 2592 

3 7 35 1 .92 1 VS 7 0.75 47 19 2*5 
10 210 2*03 2.01 0.41 512 105 4.9 
15 1365 2.07 2.06 0 .'22 6205 662 9.4 
18 3060 2.07. 2.07 * 0.1871 *16355 1478 11-1 
31 31465 2.08 2.08 — 15104 

4 7 21 2.12 1.97 1.10 10 11 l*7« 
10 252 2*39 2.34 o.67 2.78 108 
15 3003 2*47 2.46 «»329 1222 1 * 4-5 
18 8568 2.49 2.48 3457 
31 169911 2'.'5 2.'5 67912 

Table 9 
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GAMMA= 5 

T N uu B U.B. B UNI . B OPT. I OPT. I UNI. D 
1 7 21 1.07 ' 1 .07 0.0154 1364 20 69.8 

10 45 l'.'OS 1.08 0.00376 11968 42 285.9 
15 105 r.os 1 .08 0.00074 141892 98 1453 
18 153 1.08 1 .03 142 
31 465 1 .08 1.08 ; 432 

2 7 35 1.11 1.11 0-0482 726 31 23.1 
10 120 1.11 1 V1 1 0.0109 1 1009 108 102.3 
15 455 1.11 1.11 0.00199 228643 408 560*3 
18 816 1.11 1.1 1 732 
31 4495 r.'i I IV1 1 4032 

3 7 35 IV1 5 1.15 0.11 318 30 10.5 
10 210 1*16 1-16 0.0241 8714 182 48 
15 1365 1.16 1.16 * 0.0081 •il 68519 1181 142.7 
18 3060 1.16 1.16 2647 
31 31465 1.16 1.16 27217 

4 7 21 1.19 1.19 o S$ 18 & < $ 
10 252 r.2 1.2 Sr 0^7 1 5 3 So 210 2.5s 1 
15 3003 r.2 1 .2 l o^oo 2505 1 ZLL\>Z 
IS 8568 r.2 1 .2 7147 
31 169911 1.2 1 .2 141736 

Table 10 
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Graph 17 
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. Graph 20 
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Graph 22 

Comparison of the Hybrid with Straight Sequential 
Decoding 

Graph 23 
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Graph 25 
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APPENDIX 

In this appendix we shall find upper and lower bounds on (3-5): 

A 
P^Cn/in) Pf (track n Is erasod/the last track erased was track m). 

(A-l) 

First we shall consider a simple case where n-m * 2; we shall then 

generalize our results for the general case. 

Let ? ^ Pf {2/0^ - P^ £track 2 is erased and track 1 is not erased^ 

. ■ E^ (track 1 is decoded in qr’^.Qjf1 cycles and track 2 is not 

decoded in the remaining time (Q2 +Q^-q)P^» (A-2) 

Note that the used here are Equivalent decoding cycles” given by (3-2) . 

Fq(q) " (a track is decoded in an average of less than or equal to q 

cycles per Information bit) » 1 

Thus, 

^;q>l, from (3-3). 

fQ(q) 
dFn(q) 

dq 
yq -d+yo. 

and (A-2) can be expressed as 

Q. 

S’ fQCq) <1-FQ(Q2 + Qt - q))dq 

ljy . q“(l^ (Q + Q2 - q)”"^ dq. 
1 

(A-3) 

We shall now derive upper and lower bounds on P, under the following 

assumptions: 

-V -Y 
(1) , Q2 k^; or equivalently, the track erasure probability is less 

than some number k^. 

(li) Q2 ^ 1.5 (This is used only for the lower bound). This is a prac¬ 

tical assumption since for the optimum distribution later tracks are alloted 

fewer cycles 
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Calculation of the Upper Bound o# P 

Note that (i-q/x)”^ 1 + Y (q/x) + f^(Y) (q/x)2 (A-4) 

for 0 ^ q/x ^ k3 < 1, 

if f (Y) is such that (A-4) holds with equality for q/x « f^ (•/) 
m 

K3~2 j^Cl-K^)”^ -1- Y. Breaking up the domain of the integral of 

(A-3) in two parts and upperbounding the first integral using (A-4), we 

obtain (for x “ + Q2), 

k3x 

P < j Y q~*~lx”^r 1 +*Y(<1 /x) + f.(YMq/x)2 J dq 
1 

+ JVq'^x-qr^dq ; k3 £ (£ ' l) , 

k3x 

where k3 is a parameter to be optimized. 

Upperbounding the second integral, we obtain 

k3x 

P ^ j Y q”^-1x"^ I21 +Y*(cl/x) + fj (y)'(q/x)2J dq 

1 

Q. 

k3 x 
JV(k x)”^-1(x-q)“^dq . (A-5) 

-Y, 
Calculating the integral, and making use of the assumption Q2 ^.k^, we 

obtain 

P< x^^l + f2 (Y) x"1 -f3(Y) x"^- f4(f) x"2J , (A-6) 

where f2(Y), f3(Y), and f^(Y) are obtained by straight-forward integration, 

and depend also on k^ and kj. 
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f2( */) 

f3 (/) 

£4 <"/> 

] 
(/+ V2 (1-K.j)1"7!- 

K
3V

f! 

Next note that 

(l + y k2/x) 4 (l-^/x)"^ for 1; k2/x €: (0,1), 

i.e. x”^^ (x-k2>“^[x(x + / k2) 

substituting this Into (A-6) we obtain 

P< (x-k2)"^ £l + x (x + / k2)”^f(x)3 > 

where 

f(x) - JJC2<T0 - yk23 x'
1 - f3Cyi x’^- f4(70 x

-2. 

Thus either P< (x-k2) , if f(x)^.0, 

V 
or P <(x-k2> £i + f(x)l , otherwise. 

Defining 

( (V) 
max* 

!1 <■ k3 

min 

j > ! k.' L k- £ f— ’ ^ 
Cf(x)J 

where £ty) depends also on k^ and k2» we obtain 

P < (x-k2)“^ (1 + max(£ (Y),0)). 

■l/< 
(Note that assumption (i) implies x"^ 2k^ *'') (A-7) 

It Is difficult to calculate £(•/), hence we will instead calculate 

£*(■/), defined below. 

^ = MC4«O 
i*.»i s £" c y ^) [• ^ 

= -”1** _Y{*C5°)- ■ 
UK, 1 ^ 

where 
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-I -* - z 

J-C*-) - U, -yi. -U4^ - U.3 -3C 

Where U, - fa Ifl - f k4 , H ^ J 

We wish to find maximum of f(X), for the values of X under consideration* 

Let X - X^ be the point of maxima; then *“u u. ——, “““ 2-/ _ -3 

) _ T1U.,*,, + 1 u-a X. + 3U.,J Xc - 
+'t*' 

Thus 2-Y* 
LLj Ve -= ■/"Clj^ V* y 2LL5 

is the condition for maximum, and 

-Y -2 

fcye) ^ Lcy-OUeji Xo Xo * 

If < 2*K^ then we take the value of f(X) at X ■ 2K^"^^as the 

maximum for the values of X under consideration* Thus, 

€"cr,Ks; . »>”' $ icy.) , f C^w~"Y )\ ■ 
Then we minimize e" £ y to oLfc-^n g Y) . 

For k^ ■ o.02 and - 3, 6 (•/) is less than .02 for all values of Y greater 

than 1, and is zero for Y^-1.9. Thus 

y v y 
P< 1.02 (Qx + Q2 - 3)” , for Q, , £^.02, Ye(l,2). 

This is the desired upper bound* 

Calculation of the Lower Bound on P 

First note that 

(i-q/x) > 1 + Y(q/x); o< q^x. 

Also by assemption (ii), Q^o.Ax. 

Q.4x 

(A-8) 

Hence 
U.4X -y . y 

J •Y q-^" x*' {[ 1 +Y(q/x)3 dq. 

-yr = * L 
Y 

V I + 0*4 Y 
' + 7175 " (•*) i - -r- 
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* making use of the fact that 

(l-V/x) (l-l/x)"r^ 1, for 1, or x" ^ (l- TVX) (X-1) , 

we obtain 

PXx-ir^jj. + g(x)x“23 , 

where 

g(x) “ x - (2.5)^£l + 0.4 7/2/(V,-l)J x2 

-^/(V-1) +/C2.5)‘?r[li + xl< 

For all ybetween 1 and 2, g(x) is a convex function of x. Also, both 

gCx) and g'(x), are positive at x - 2kj”*^, for 'f £(l,2). Hence, g(x)>0 

for x ^ 2k Thus, since x « ^ by assumtPl°n 

(i), we have 

-V / - y - y 
P >(QX + Q2 -1) , for ik (1,2)^ Ql , Q2 < .02, and Q2 < 1.5 . 

(A-9) 

This is the desired lower bound. 

Making use of these bounds we can derive bounds for the general expressions 

of type (A-l). 

We have 

Calculation of the Bounds on P^J^n/m^ 

Q, 

1 
P^ Pr^2/0| - Y q‘(l +7^(Q1 + Q2 - q)°dq 

< 1.02 (Qx + Q2 - 3)”
/ 

-Y' jy' 

Qx , Q2 r< .02. 

(A-10) 

for 
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Thus Qj 

M3'0}' , 
cycles and track 3 Is not decoded J.^J dq 

V v -/ 
< J-/q‘(l +Y)(1.02) (QX + Q2 +Q3 -q - 3)'

rdq, 

1 

and making use of (A-10), we obtain 

Pf(3/0[< (1.02)
2 (Qx + Q2 + Q3 - 3 - 3)*^ (A-11) 

At this stage we can easily generalize the above and obtain an upper 

bound on (A-l) as 

P
r{»M< ° l ,|+1 Qt - 3 

JY 
(l.02)n’(m + 1} ^ ^ (Qi"3)] * <A-12) 

i”in+l 

for n> m, and Qj .02. 

Similarly, we can derive the lower bound as 

Pr{n/m^$ X. (Qrl) + Y 
f«m+l 4 

for ny m, 1 and Q^+^/Qj ^ 1#5# 

Jr- -d + Y) t P I track 2 is decoded in^(Q. + Q0 -q)p 

(A-13) 
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